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Abstract
Market econom y of enhancing business laws in contracting, bonding, insuring,
legal corporate structures 1, e.g. will marginalize the economic agents and tools
that make market competition unfair, empower small and medium businesses and
investors, and boost business activities, fiscal strength, employment, and capital
transmission. Keynesian capital infusion will extend its market effect in such
higher securit y marketplace.
Introduction
*market, markets equivalent of economic, economy, economies
The new developments such as the break of the Soviet Block, the China’ s
industrialization, the Internet, and the improving technologies (Konov, 2011) 2,
The law of unfair competition will not penalize a business merely for being successful in the marketplace and will not
subsidize a business for failing in the marketplace. Liability will not be imposed for aggressive, shrewd, or otherwise
successful marketing tactics that are not deceptive, fraudulent, or dishonest. The law will assume, however, that for
every dollar earned by one business, a dollar will be lost by a competitor. Accordingly, the law prohibits businesses from
unfairly profiting at a rival's expense. What constitutes an "unfair" trade practice varies according to the cause of
action asserted in each case.
2
There is no doubt that America’s manufacturing base has declined, peaking at 19.6 million jobs
in 1979 and now at just over 11 million jobs. Despite this economic transition, however, U.S.
manufacturing jobs are still worth having. On average, full-time manufacturing work pays 20
percent more than full-time service-sector jobs.
1
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have accelerated rapid outsourcing and moving of industrial production (see e.g.
Khanna, 2013) from most developed economies (markets) to China, India, etc.
(see e.g. Levine, 2013) . Hence, most developed markets have experienced
declining

industrial

production,

shrinking

fiscal

reserves,

diminishing

employment (see e.g. Sam, 2011) etc causal to growing national debt (see e.g.
Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009) , whereas t he modern day economics is based on
industrial production (see e.g. Claessens, Kose, and others, 2009 pp. 653 -700) .
The relativel y high lending rates specificall y to small and medium businesses,
investors and less developed markets prompted by shady business laws intended
to promote trickle-up concentration of capital (see e.g. Sum and others, 2011) 3,
with insecure market exchange s, the markets could not keep balance between
demand-to-suppl y (see e.g. Friedman, 2013) 4 and long-term market development
(Acconcia, 2011) . The last 2007-9 Recession showed violent market fluctuations
and diminishing equit y. Starting from the real estate overcapitalization it
quickl y moved into all sectors of the markets - manufacturin g, services, etc, in
addition, the relativel y high lending rates, a short -term by nature, were
procyclical exposing the econom y to general financial turbulence, capital
shortages, high unemployment etc . The Feds pressured under the circumstances
3

There is no doubt our economy is primarily being held back by the deleveraging and drop in
demand that resulted from the 2008 financial crisis.
4
The market capitalization of the Wilshire 5000 is up $9.2 trillion since March 9, 2009, to $16.0
trillion on Friday. The Fed’s flow of funds data show that the value of all stocks in the US has
increased by $12 trillion to $26 trillion from Q1-2009 through Q3-2012. The value of stocks
directly held by individuals is up $4.7 trillion to $9.8 trillion over this period. The values of
equity mutual funds and equity ETFs are up $2.3 trillion and $634.7 billion, respectively, over
this period. Owners’ equity in household real estate jumped 19.6% by $1.3 trillion to $7.7
trillion during the three quarters through Q3-2012! There’s more to come given that the median
existing home price rose 10.9% y/y during December, the best pace since January 2006.
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used conventional Keynesian methods 5 of capital infusion, stimulus packages,
and

unconventional

methods

of

quantitative

easing

and

general

market

interference by extending unemployment benefits and foreclosure procedures,
etc. as countercyclical measures. The post-recession market indicators have
shown some limited positive effect between 1 to 3% a slow pace economic
growth, about 8% consistentl y high unemployment , and marginal market
consumption growth (see e.g. Bandyopadhyay and others, 2011) .
For an econom y based on high economic growth to match high interest lending
rates, the slow pace was conceptuall y counterproductive; therefore, d eclining
fiscal

reserves

have

pushed

rising

nation al

debt,

thus

restraining

the

governmental investment in the social spheres and in frastructure. Even though,
the countercyclical QE and large stimulus governmental actions saved the
econom y from collapse (see e.g. Del Granado, 2010) . However, the reasons that
invoked 6 the recession have not being properl y comprehended and addressed; the
debt is still rising (see e.g. Combes and others, 2009) , so far is the
unemployment and the over all market imbalance (Saez 2013: From 2009 to
2011) 7. The Third QE is in progress, but the transmission of liquidit y (see e.g.
Benes and others, 2010) on the US market is not enhanced thus prompting a
capital exodus to more profitable markets rather than sustained economic
growth. But, this is not the onl y possible negative consequence to the US
“We’re seeing larger so-called fiscal multipliers, or namely, a more significant negative effect
on the economy of austerity than many researchers had expected,” Yellen said. “To me the
evidence, both in the United States and in Europe, is that fiscal austerity does raise
unemployment.”
5

7

Average real income per family grew modestly by 1.7% (Table 1) but the gains were very
uneven. Top 1% incomes grew by 11.2% while bottom 99% incomes shrunk by 0.4%.
3

market, further, the aggregating redundancies and overcapitalizati on of such
policies approximate the conditions that provoked the 2007 -09 recessions.
This paper locates some of the micro and macro economic agents contributing to
the last recession and post -recession market imbalances, suggesting some ways
these economic agents could be changed or enhanced to accommodate the new
global market developments for a long -term market development (i.d. equivalent
to long-term economic growth )
Conception of Countercyclicallity
The modern day economics follows the conception of self-adjusting markets by
cyclical-fluctuations. To prompt and maintain cycles of growth, the central
banks lower the tier one lending rates, pour more liquidit y, and keep
deregulating seeking high productivit y; a deregulated business in a shad y
business environment, (president Clinton’s time is the be st example for such
economics), that prompts start -ups, business ventures, and market risk. Such
policies, however, in time bring conditions for economic redundancies, then the
overheating economy with dangero us overcapitalization of some sectors the
interest rates are raised that in the 2007 -9 Recession could not help readjusting
the econom y; instead, it brought it to a hold, if not to total collapse . The theor y
that the markets should self -adjust by going thr ough up and down business
cycles, while the governments should stay hands -off by just using its interest
rate and monetary policies (see e.g. Kumhof and others, 2011) underperformed.
Even in the beginning of the last Century was noticed that these cycles w ere
unable to self-adjust without major economic pain affecting all parts of the
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markets, therefore Keynes ian economics let the governments more proactive and
countercyclical by using monetary and fiscal policies, not waiting on the
markets to go independe ntl y through these self -adjusting processes. Keynes
considered governmental interference as an investment to prevent unnecessary
market slow-downs (see e.g. Neel y, 2011), which would be laid on the country’s
debt, and when the conditions improve and the ma rket growth returns the
investment would be paid back. What Keynesian economics was doing was to
accelerate the natural market processes and shorten the business down cycles.
Whether, Libertarians or Keynes ians the business cycles have been taken for
granted, the role of trickle up and down capital is paramount.
However, for the last twent y plus years the b usiness cycles (e.g. 2001 & 2007
Recessions and post -recessions) have not being able to readjust, and to
compensate for the equit y losses. The rebounds from the 2001 -2 Recession
brought up the real estate overcapitalization that kicked off the 2007 -9
Recession. Diminishing the middle class the lack of fiscal reserves allowed the
infrastructure deteriorating, the unemployment and underemployment rising.
The large corporations moved and o utsourced, the unfair market competition
further ousted the small and medium businesses and investors . The capitalism of
self-adjusting

cycles

has

not

performed

appropriatel y

under

these

new

conditions. The question remains: why does it happen, on the first place?
Because, the new global marketplace required the usage of some natural and
artificial market agents and tools to marginalize the u nfairness in market
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competition and to raise the market securit y; firml y cou ntercycli cal market
economics to cut on redundancies, an d to prevent violent market fluc tuations.
The transnationals and big investors through single market agent of productivit y
could not boost the necessary business entropy 8 in developed and developing
markets alike. Neither were the market conditions of deregulated market
exchanges, weak business laws (see e.g. Shriver & Jacobson LLP, 2007)
ideological

economics

of

short

livin g

government

programs,

e.g.

were

contributing for preventing the market (i.e. economic ) shock. Diverse business
entropy (see e.g. Mrkaic, 2010) could be created with the market participation of
the small and medium businesses & investors, and undeveloped markets.
However, current capitalism lacks the fair market competition for them to
expand to the required level of possibilities. The EU market (economic) double dip recession is an example for current limitations of the trickle-down
economics. Whereas the budgetary shortages are fought by austerit y measure
and spending restrictions rather t he most devastating effect to the less
developed markets of Greece, Spain, Bulgaria, Romania, etc a slow down
progressivel y hitting the most developed markets of Germany, France, Denmark,
etc. Rel ying on the big business and investors to boost the econom y, when the
low government spending and regulations t o boost productivity. T he EU system

8

A measure of the disorder or randomness in a closed system. The most general interpretation of
entropy is as a measure of our uncertainty about a system. The equilibrium state of a system
maximizes the entropy because we have lost all information about the initial conditions except
for the conserved variables; maximizing the entropy maximizes our ignorance about the details
of the system.[18] This uncertainty is not of the everyday subjective kind, but rather the
uncertainty inherent to the experimental method and interpretative model.
6

is greatl y underperf orming (see e.g. Krugman. Paul Data, Stimulus, and Human,
NYT, 2013) 9.
The US policies of using quantitative easing, close to zero interest rate,
stimulus packages, fiscal and social subsidies were more innovative with
marginal growth as low as 2.3% for 2012, and -0.1% for the 4 t h quarter. In
addition, the possibilit y of overcapitalization of some part of the US market
such as personal credit, educat ion loans, because of the excessive liquidit y is
scary, indeed. The US, as the EU does, are rel ying on the big financial
institution and business to transmit capital down to the small and businesses and
investors, however no success has been indicated. The transmissibilit y of the US
market is limited indeed. Lending rates to small and medium business es and
investors are not reduced, and the lending quantities are not raised, the market
securit y to support fluid transmission is not improving.
Japan has dealt appropriatel y with the recession by exceeding indebt -ness, but
with the expertise of very experienced approach, however still rel ying on big
businesses and investors, the Japanese markets has been long stalled into
deflation and slow development. However, the new (2013) PM is using very

9

That said, if you look at players in the macro debate who would not face huge
personal and/or political penalties for admitting that they were wrong, you
actually do see data having a considerable impact. Most notably, the IMF has
responded to the actual experience of austerity by conceding that it was
probably underestimating fiscal multipliers by a factor of about 3.
7

aggressive economic policies 10 of QE and large stimulus programs to overcome
the long-term stagnation of the Japanese market (i.e. econom y).
China has been weathering the 2007 -9 Recession and post -recession as the best
performer of all. The surplus liquidit y, the vest marketplace, the multi -bullion
infrastructural

projects,

the

prompt

action

preventing

real

estate

overcapitalization were successful market interventions. The Chinese approach
of balancing private with public employment worked too. In the last stimulus,
China is investing more than a Trillion Yuan against a Billion in their smal l
business programs; it obvious which one is considered fundamental.
The Ideology of Capitalism
The global role of trickle -down capitalism is conclusive (see e.g. Kumhof,
2010), moreover, the question remains, why the economic indicators are
negative or sluggish , said the least? The libertarians suggest the governments’
intervention was too much, the Keynesian s argue it was too little. This paper
states that both are partiall y right. H owever, the industrial productivit y of
manufacturing which under the capitalism could onl y save the developed and
developing markets alike is too modernized, globalized, and easy to move or
outsource, whereas it will be impossible to bring cit y as Detroit ever back in
History, or help all EU markets raise their productivit y and GDP’s. It could not
“save” the world from market sluggishness, because the industrial production is
eas y movable to China and elsewhere, whereas the labor force is skil led and less

“We will put an end to this shrinking, and aim to build a stronger economy where earnings
and incomes can grow,” Mr. Abe told a televised news conference. “For that, the government
must first take the initiative to create demand, and boost the entire economy.”
10
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expensive, the market is vest, and its advantages are too great to ignore.
Nevertheless,

this

is

not

China

to

blame

for

creating

great

business

opportunities; it was the system of economics stalled on the industrial
production as the onl y market agent for market development. The Chinas,
Vietnam, Brazil, etc are processes irreversible by market nature under the most
recent market conditions of globalization ; if it was not China, it was going to be
someone else.
The low market securit y consequencual of high interest rate to small businesses
& investors, and undeveloped markets is part of the Social Order of the
capitalism with procyclical self -adjusting or semi self -adjusting markets. A
s ystem that has bein g ousted by the real market developments for the last 20+
years, and it must be changed and enhanced to a Market Order , so it could adapt
by peaceful means to these new developments. This paper shows one possible
approach

to

seek

higher

market

entropy

for

overcoming

the

economic

dependence from industrial production .
Market Agents and Tools
Market agents are the carriers of market tools that have impact on the
market/econom y, for example big businesses and investors, small businesses and
investors, market exchanges, etc are market agents, whereas fiscal stimulus, low
interest lending, subsidies, etc are market tools. Market agents carryon and
implement market tools thus seeking market equilibrium and prompting market
leaps into targeted directions to boost market development (i.e. economic
growth). Market agents and tools are either natural to the mark et competition, or
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those artificial to the markets competition . Natural to the markets are e.g. small
and medium businesses and investors, big busines ses and investors, market
exchanges, and etc, whereas artificial to the markets are social, educat ional,
infrastructural expenses nevertheless gaining some equit y in a more secure
marketplace.
Change of Philosophical Priorities
The major problem of the capitalism is the wealth distribution and redistribution
by using natural to the markets agents, the last recession has made governments
use stimulus initiatives, unemployment benefits, and infrastructural projects,
and etc. to substitute for the inadequat e natural market consumption. T he
industrial production and big business as best market agent s of the capitalism
could not support such consumption through salaries, bonuses, and commis sions.
The industrial production could not continue its role under thes e new market
conditions.

Moved

and

outsourced

capit al

and

industrial

production

disequilibrium in maintaining highl y paid emp loyment and social prosperit y has
come to the points of hurtin g the markets . Therefore, the US government started
their direct mark et intervention . Their action was necessary to save the US
market from collapsing. Continuing this pattern under the next futuristic
recession the governments will take bigger part into business activities and
wealth distribution and redistribution by usin g unnatural to the market econom y
agents and tools that will bring market redundancies and unfair competitions,
political favors and corruption. The large transnationals and the big inves tors
are onl y one to benefit from the unfair market competition throu gh lower
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interest and public financing, by avoiding taxes, by moving production and
capital elsewhere in the condition of economic upheaval they gain ed strength.
All the rest suffer in a chaotic business environment of lack of capital and
decreasing consum ption. Small businesses and investors, undeveloped markets
and lower classes get the worst from such. The markets imbalance also
accelerates to violent fluctuations on a long -term instability (as the 2007 -09
recessions showed).
The philosophy of economics should change to a more diverse business entropy
rather higher market securit y to allow lower lending rates to small and medium
businesses & investors, and undeveloped ma rkets.
Small & Medium Businesses and Investors, and Undeveloped Markets
Carriers of Market Development, Employment
Small & medium businesses and investors fetch 75% + of the US employment
that consequence into the consumption and fiscal reserves. Even the high
lending rates, the shady business environment and market exchanges, etc. they
still are the most beneficial to the general econom y . Up to date, they have been
feeding the US econom y growth and profit margins. However, now, the role of
small & medium businesses and investors is growing proportionatel y with the
improving technologies , accelerated globalization, and rising productivit y. The
real market possibilities entitle small and medium businesses as main motor for
diverse business entropy to produce employment and related fiscal reserves.
Lower lending rates and fair market compet ition are required for small &
medium businesses and investors to become competitive on the marketplace.

11

However, to be natural for the ma rket equilibrium, the market securit y s hould be
enhanced substantially. The onl y secured by the government loans, subs idies or
tax breaks would not ensure sustainable market development; instead such could
invoke market overcapitalizat ion and redundancies in longer-term more negative
than positive effect if the market forces are not used to keep the market
equilibrium. With the improving market securit y, lower interest lending would
become natural for the markets, the transmissionabilit y would be improved to
accommodate subsidies, and tax breaks without fetching aggregations .
Underdeveloped, undeveloped, or deteriorating markets exist elsewhere some
cities like Detroit, parts of Cleveland, and Philadelphia of US market are
deteriorating or underdeveloped . However, the majorit y of the underdeveloped,
undeveloped, or deteriorating markets are all over the world: from Bulgar ia to
the Middle East, Africa and Latin America there are many marginall y
functioning markets in which consumption is weak, povert y roars, and economic
activities are off mainstream barel y functioning markets. The pollution in these
markets is high, the re sources are wasted, th e majorit y lives on some exogenous
contributions, social securit y, etc. Leaving such market to deteriorate and linger
is mot anymore optional; the Earth environment cannot take pollution largel y
contributed by primitive heating, old vehicles, deforestation, e.g. Fu rthermore,
the weakness of markets affects global market development in general. The
scares resources philosophy is incoherent when the world is becoming such a
small place. The role of these markets is rising; it could be co mpared to the
discovery of the New World of the past, because if markets could be developed
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not just by industrialization through market leaps, then their equit y rises.
However, t he Earth would not take mass -market development the ways we have
experienced, therefore particular areas as alternative energies, organic farming,
alternative tourism are possibilities for targeted market leap of many markets.
The main carriers of such global market development are the small & medium
businesses and investors.
Market Security
To raise market securit y:
 the shady business environment that generall y benefit big business and
investors is alleviated to strict business contract and procedural laws (see e.g.
Bingham, 1996-2008).
 limited liabilit y laws (see e.g. Ilgmann, 2011) 11 are enhanced into unlimited
(for the management – not to the investment) liabilit y corporate laws;
 insurance and bonding are adapted to offset liabilit y turbulences;
 fair over the board fiscal and monetary policies deleveraging big business to
small and medium business ;
 international intellectual propert y are protected across the board (see e.g.
Scandizzo, 2001; and Watt, 2010).
 equal laws appl y globall y
Market transmissionabilit y of subsidies, tax breaks, stimulus initiatives, etc is
directl y related to market sec urit y. Market demand -to-suppl y equilibrium under
the conditions of market leaps cannot be achieved without firm market securit y.
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Neither the economies/markets could boost and sustain employment and
development without market securi t y. Any other ways, the market balance is
distorted that would prompt redundancies, overcapitalization, and economic
upheaval.
Market Equity
The raising of market securit y is casual to rising market equit y and thus lower
rate lend-abilit y. Equit y values directl y mirror market security, if market forces
are properl y used. Market equit y could go into overcapitalization and bring
recessions, as it happens with the 2007 -09 recession, onl y if market forces are
not complied with, the business laws are insufficie nt, and the econom y/market
maintain marginal development whereas individual market parts (in case it was
the real estate overcapitalization) overextend substantiall y their profitabilit y.
Moreover,

onl y

under

weak

business

laws

market

environment

such

overcapitalization is possible. Here, it should be differentiated “business laws”
from “business regulations”, in case the rule of law applies evenl y to all
participants, whereas regulations are politicall y motivated and amendable (see
e.g. Kahan, 2009).
Social and infrastructural expenses with the rising market securit y would change
partiall y in equit y to maintain equilibrium by using social and infrastructural
“expenses”. The ideology of capitalism allocates social and infrastructural
expenses as weighing to possible productivit y and economic growth (see e.g.
Brzoza-Brzezina and others, 2010), however, market economics accepts these as
counterweights and countercyclical balance. The percentage equit y of social and
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infrastructural expenses would reflect the pro ficiencies with which markets
balance demand -to-suppl y and use market leaps to expand and develop. Not the
governments are suppose to control business entropy, it is the right rule of law
and capital expansions in a high market securit y, which are suppose to boost and
maintain market development (see e.g. De Broeck, 2011).
Market Economics Using Quantum Factor
Market Economics not rel ying on cyclicalit y uses random approaches to
suppress inflationary market pressures (similar to the monetary policies by
Maslov, 2008). The randomness in this paper is called quantum factor (see e.g.
Hidalgo, 2007). Used is the comparison between old classical physics to the
quantum physics, whereas the certainties of the first one give away to the
uncertainties of the secon d. It is argued that market fluctuation could not be
apprehended by ideologicall y founded economics of principles like the currentl y
used

one (see e.g. Friedman, 2000) by which economic agents and tools are

applied in regard the believing powers of the tric kle-down capitalism, but
instead market agents and tools are used “as it comes” like “parameters” in a
quantum vibrating grid ( see e.g. Maslov, 2008) . This paper argues that the
markets present variet y of uncertain changes and vibrations that in realit y co uld
not be comprehended and apprehended by principle postulates, but onl y
pressures applied to different parts of the random fluctuations could keep the
econom y from the big waves (see e.g. Reinhardt and others 2010).
Natural and Artificial to the Markets Agents and Tools
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Natural for the markets are agents and tools that directl y participate in the
market competition bringing profit, i.d. small and medium businesses and
investors, big businesses and investors, etc.
Artificial agents and tools are social and infrastructural expenses (where under
social

are

included

social

securit y,

medical,

pensions,

educational,

etc

expenses). Such expenses are artificial to the markets because they do not
generate profit.
In higher securit y markets, the natural marke t agents and tools empower market
capital transmissibilit y and profitabilit y, the artificial agents and tools get
partiall y equitable and weight on the demand side (see e.g. Baldacci and others,
2010). The percentage of equitabilit y reflects a market’s proficienc y in the ways
equit y is generated and enhanced (see e.g. Dabla -Norris and others, 2008).
There could not be artificial part of the market overweighting natural market
competitions side, because the inflationary forces woul d become excessivel y
elevated (see e.g. Leeper and others, 2010) .
Debit/Equity/Credit Accrual Accounting
Accrual accounting is used by more secure public companies required to
disclose detail information by the US SEC and exchanges, and other countries
financial controlling offices (Investopedia, 2012 An accounting method that
measures the performance and position of a company by recognizing economic
events

regardless

of

when

cash

transactions

occur. )

(US Security and Exchange Commission, 2012 ).
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Thus, these companies are capitalizing on t heir equit y in terms of realized but
not paid off economic transaction . The national and

international business on

books is done on debit/credit cash basis, consequencual to the low market
securit y. Thus, if we make comparison to the public companies wit h the
enhanced market securit y, markets could gain accrual international accounting,
which will allow lower interest and easier financing. Such access to capital
would be natural for the markets, not done by extra securit y that governments
currentl y use approach.
Accrual accounting will open a capital flow to undevelop ed markets whenever
these implement the requested business and corporate laws, insurance and
bonding requirements, etc under political securit y, which compare to the
presentl y used system is farther simplified. Commercial banks should carry on
globall y such capital flow, whereas governments should not be involved in
investment (see e.g. Babecky and others, 2010) . Small and medium businesses
and investors should access directl y capital flow thr ough the commercial banks.
Governments and international organizations should use subsidies and tax
breaks through the commercial banks to boost market sectors into environmental
friendl y energies, alternative tourism, organic farming, and etc.
International Organizations WTO, IMF and IMF
At presence, International organizations: WTO, WB, and IMF have inherited the
Parish Club and the practice of high interest rate short -term lending (“IMFsupported market reforms, with their emphasis on fiscal reforms, hav e affected
the procyclical behavior of government spending in developi ng countries”
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(Bernardin and others, 2010). They are loan controllers and collectors (see e.g.
Shultz, 1998). The change of attitude and priorities from lenders and borrowers
controllers to global development and inflation & deflation controllers, which
does not necessary matches their present approaches (see e.g. Smith, 1997).
. The short term hi gh interest lending to change to a long -term secured b y
markets lending, subsidies and target ed capital flows to transmit to fluent
markets bringing and maintaining long -term market development, which to be
diverse and complex . The frontiers to be closed on by diversified business
entropy. (1=f noise).
Environmental

Protection

&

Consumer

Protectio n

Laws

in

Market

Development
Environmental protection and consumer protection laws in market economics are
agents to diverse market entropy, w hereas, under current capitalism these are
counterproductive and anticompetitive. Diversification and complexit y a re in
the foundation of market economics b y bringing employment and vivid business
entropy (see e.g. Mrkaic, 2010) The comprehension of market economics comes
from its complexity, whereas the simplicit y of onl y productivit y driven
capitalism (see e.g. Silverberg and Verspagen, 1995) weakens economies in
modern day global

marketplace by keeping tight

business and limiting

possibilities. The enviro nmental protection is paramount to save Earth for future
generation, however its expensive technologies and restr ictions are in conflict
with capitalistic economics, onl y change and enhancement of the economic
s ystem gives humans real chances to survive environmentally. Earth resources
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are exhausting too, the current days economies are disproportionatel y wasting
resources. In undeveloped and underdeveloped markets wasting is particularl y
unstoppable, whereas people there survive constrained by lack of opportunities
and access to employment. Market economics is the way to reach these markets
not just by contributions, but also for long-term market development.
The Rule of Law
There are fundamental differences between the rule of law and regulations. The
rule of law in business should have the same impact on the societ y as it has in
criminal and civil laws, however in the fundamentals of trickle down economics
the “shady’ and deregulated business is considered as booster for easy business
and economic growth (see e.g. Singh, 2010). In market economics, the rule of
law is paramount for establishing fair market competitio n that will empower
small and medium businesses and investor s to diverse business entropy and
employment.
Unlimited Liability Corporate Structures
The currentl y used limited liabilit y corporate structures (see e.g. Ruggie, 2007)
to be changed to unlimited liabilit y to the decision makers of corporate
structures. The passive investors not participating in the managerial process
such change must not be affected. The change should bring personal liabilit y to
CEO and the management for wrongdoings, contract bre aches, human rights
violations, etc. Hence, it will marginalize market variances giving advantage to
nig business and investors (see Konov. 2011).
Contract Business Laws
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Ongoing long-term business lawsuits for avoided business contracts are in great
disadvantage to small and medium businesses and investors, lien laws should
appl y to business contracts, whereas personal liabilit y and insurance & bonding
should be comprehensivel y deleveraging financial dea lings (see Konov, 2011).
Insurance
Comprehensive insurance & bonding should be applied to business contracts and
business dealings to limit risk. To enhance market securit y, in support of
clarified and enforced business laws , the insurance and bonding play major role
to limiting partiall y personal l iabilit y in financial dealings. Liabilit y insurance
under personal liabilit y enforceable business laws giving the balance in business
dealings, whereas the business contract securit y would be supplemented by the
insurance & bonding in case of default to of fset business risk decisions (see e.g.
Contessi, 2010). However, personal liabilit y would be enforceable in case of
premeditated fraud (see Konov, 2011).
Intellectual Property
Intellectual propert y laws should be enhanced on the global marketplace t o
protect small and medium businesses and investors in sufficient ways. Patent
and trademark laws with all their complexity should be cleared from complicit y
and applied disproportionatel y by a unified approach. The multiple jurisdictions
in protection should be unified under one umbrella, too. The complicit y of
intellectual propert y laws and multiple jurisdictions serve big corporations by
their hard to obtain and enforce, particularl y on the global marketplace (see
Konov, 2011).
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Market Exchanges
The unlimited liability and contract business laws will affect market exchanges
to limit on speculations that at presence benefit big investors, however other
specific laws should be implemented on “as it comes, as it goes” approach. The
market exchanges are considered in market economics as the natural market
agent for wealth distribution and redistribution, therefore illegal or fraudulent
activities of inside treading, fraudulent information, e.g. should be fought
indiscriminatel y. Transparency and down to r eal business attitude should be
promoted and established by the market makers to serve small and medium
investor for their access to the global marketplace (see Konov, 2011) .
Self-Employment
The final frontier in market ec onom y is self-employment, wh ich will graduall y
break borders and become global market agent of employment, therefore
business laws and corporate laws should adjust to give equal opportunities to
self-employment. Fiscal policies should appropriatel y accommodate these self employment

and

its

needs

marginalizing

any

preferential

treatment

or

regulations to other market competitors.
Market Leap
Under the market econom y high transmissionabilit y should allow the execution
of market leaps to accelerate parts of the market by capital infus ion in “as it
comes, as it goes” approaches. As industrial production onl y and high interest
lending are not the proprietors of market econom y but market entropy and
expanding business activit y are, the major indicator and adjusting point is
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inflation, therefore market leap is contained by inflationary forces, wherever
such inflationary forces are retained in appropriate levels market leap could be
executed to boost business activit y in particular for the market areas.
Environmentall y friendl y productions, alternative energies, organic farming,
e.g. are some of the market areas that could be succeeded onto underdeveloped
markets by market leaps. The inflation should be under constant check while
market

leap

is

in

process.

Investors,

national

and

internationa l

banks,

international organization, e.g. could invest into market leaps for future profits .
The

market

security

and

the

rule

of

laws

necessary

for

the

proper

transmissibilit y for market leaps are paramount (see Konov, 2011).
Market Development verses Economic Growth
Market development is not based on budgetary onl y lending approach of the
presence. It differs in market securit y, lower lending rates, and not rel ying on
onl y productivit y and industrial production approach of the economic growth
conceptions. The constant volatilit y of economic growth is avoided in market
econom y to succeed long-term market development. In an uncertain market
environment in which market agents and tools are applied to smooth violent
fluctuations (see e.g. Stiglitz, 2002) and the inflation/deflation is the main
indicators and adjuster , the business cycles are not relied upon cutting on
market

redundancies

and

insufficiencies.

Market

development

differs

to

economic growth in its fundamentals and the methods used to control.
Moreover, some economic tools used to prompt economic growth such as shady
business laws and re gulations of the trickle -down present economics are in
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conflict with the pro -rule of law and environmental protection laws of the
market development.
Inflation
Inflation & deflation are the most important indicators of market econom y, by
which market policies, market leap, etc are adjusted to and executed by. Market
econom y

relies

on

the

surplus

production

becoming

possible

by

high

technologies in manufacturing, o pen global marketplace, and ever rising
productivit y that could substitute for and supplement to other diverse business
activities, therefore industrial production is considered by market economics as
the main balance to inflation. The industrialized countries of the US, China,
Germany, Japan , e.g. could acquire organizational manufacturing and capital
abilities to offset globall y inflation (see e.g. Bandyopadhyay, 2011 ). To fight
inflation & deflation central banks and international organizations should
enhance to maximum statistical flow of information , and use monetary and other
means. The formulas to fight inflation & deflation in market economics are in a
process of being accomplished for which the corroboration of any specialists in
statistical economi cs would be highl y valued. The principle is that to a certain
point much higher than the current point of market development market demand to-suppl y balance could self -adjust, however as everything the tip -off points are
not far off, therefore prompt actio ns would be required to achieve long -term
market balance. Market economics does not rel y on centralized currencies to
manage inflation & deflation violent fluctuations, actually more multiple
currencies would reflect individual countries in a better ways. The EU troubles
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with the Euro are good example of poor functionalit y of common currencies
under different levels of market development. However, local currencies should
be

pegged

and

strictl y

controlled

to

reflect

right

management

by

the

international organizations. Market econom y’ s vitalit y would compensate for
many insufficiencies by its market forces , if the rule of law and other conditions
were properl y implemented by the local markets.
Employment
Onl y small and medium businesses and investors, who are the main employers,
could provide diversit y in business. With the rising business activities the
employment would grow too, labor protection laws should be very clear and
firm to protect a diverse mostl y self -employed labor force. Minimum and
prevailing wages should be required in any case of business entities benefiting
from subsidies, tax breaks, or participation in projects subsidized by public
funds. However, generall y markets competition and forces should adjust wages.
Conclusion s
The market economics should establish conditions for growing market econom y
by changing and enhancing business and corporate laws, investment and
insurance procedures, e.g. Market forces should be predominantl y used in such
business environment. Small

and medium busin esses and investors, and

undeveloped and underdeveloped markets should be the main motor for
balancing industrial demand and for market development. Government market
involvement should be marginal .
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Market development should be globalized under the rule o f law in business and
fair market competition. Market forces are uncertain by nature; therefore,
business cyclical self -adjusting is not used by market economics. Inflation &
deflation are main points of adjustment or market economics, in compare to pro
budgetary

currentl y

used

econom ics.

The

market

diversit y

to

expand

employment. This paper is based on two papers (Konov, 2011). The citations,
referrals,

and

bibliography are

fundamental

for

coming

to

these

paper

conclusions.
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